Product: IP-Gateway

Type: IG/S 1.1

Current application program: IP-Gateway/1b (ETS 3)

==============================================================

Software-Information to: IP-Gateway/1b (ETS 3)
at: 12/2006

================================================================

**Important!**

The application software

IGS_11_VD-TP_xx_061215_fromETS3dPatchA.vd3

can only be used with ETS 3.0d with Patch A installed!

By using ETS 3 and IG/S as programming interface (Eiblib/IP protocol) it is only possible to program devices in the EIB/KNX line, not the IG/S itself, which is used as programming interface.

To program this IG/S please use the connection over another programming interface (another IG/S in another line or an USB interface).